Abstract. Biswapped network (BSN) is a new topology for interconnection networks in multiprocessor systems. BSN is built of 2n copies of an n-node basic network and total nodes are 2n 2 . Some topological properties of BSN have been investigated, and some algorithms have been developed on the BSN such as sorting and matrix multiplication etc. In this paper, we develop algorithms for some basic communication operations-broadcast, prefix sum and data sum etc.
Introduction
The swapped network is also called as the OTIS-network and has important applications in parallel processing [1, 2] . In this network architecture, n 2 processors are divided n groups where there are n processors, and processors in the same group are connected by intra-group link, simultaneously, these groups are connected by inter-group link. But swapped network is not a Cayley graph, and then it is not a symmetrical network architecture, so some algorithms on it are not always convenient. For remedying this limitation about swapped network, [3] proposed biswapped network (BSN), the new network is a class of Cayley graph if the basic network is a Cayley graph and is tight related to the swapped network. BSN is of more regularity than the swapped network. BSN is built of 2n copies of an n-node basic network using a simple rule for connectivity that ensures its regularity, modularity, fault tolerance, and algorithmic efficiency. Some topological properties of BSN have been investigated [3] , and some algorithms have been developed on the BSN such as sorting and matrix multiplication etc [4] .
In most parallel algorithms, processors need to exchange data with other processors, hence it is the most important to develop algorithms of basic communication operation, and algorithms for basic communication operation can be used to arrive at efficient parallel algorithms for numerous applications, from image processing, computational geometry, matrix algebra, graph theory, and so forth [5] . In [6] , Wang and Sahni developed algorithms of basic operations on OTIS-Mesh, their basic operation algorithms including broadcast, prefix sum and data sum etc can be only applied to OTIS-Mesh. In this paper, we develop deterministic algorithms of basic communication operation for parallel computation on the BSN, such as broadcast, prefix sum and data sum etc, and analyze time complexity of these algorithms. According to [4] , we know BSN has better topological properties than OTIS, the basic communication operation algorithms on the BSN proposed by us, are more general and better than those on OTIS-Mesh. For example, in a 2n 2 processors BSN-Mesh, our broadcast algorithm's time complexity is 2 
4
− n , but in a n 2 processors OTIS-Mesh, their broadcast algorithm's time complexity is 3 4 − n . As the number of processor in our network is bigger than theirs, we can conclude that our broadcast algorithm is better than theirs. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give the definition of BSN. Section 3 presents the basic data communication algorithms on BSN including broadcast, prefix sum and data sum etc, and analyzes time complexity of these algorithms. Finally, in Section 4, we provide some concluding remarks. 
is a graph defined as follows [3] :
we regard the basis network as group, the definition postulates 2n groups, each group being a Ω digraph: n groups, with nodes numbered 〈group#, processor#, 0〉, form part 0 of the bipartite graph, and other n groups constitute part 1, with associated node numbers 〈group#, processor#, 1〉. Each group p in either part of Σ has the same internal connectivity as Ω (intra-group edges, forming the first set in the definition of E(Σ)). In addition, node g of group p in part 0/1 is connected to node p in group g of part 1/0 (inter-group or swap edges in the second set in the definition for E(Σ)). The name "biswapped network" (BSN) arises from two defining properties of the network just introduced: when group are viewed as super-nodes, the resulting graph of super-nodes is a complete 2n-node bipartite graph, and the inter-group links connect nodes in which the group number and the node number within group are interchanged or swapped. Like swapped network (or OTIS), and links between vertices of the same group are regarded as intra-group links. The links between vertices in a group and another group are following a swapping strategy, which are regarded as inter-group links.
Basic Communication Operations on the BSN

Broadcast
Broadcast is, perhaps, the most fundamental operation in the parallel computing. In this operation, data is initially in a single processor, and after broadcasting, it is to be transmitted to all other processors in the same network. For example, if processor <0, 0, 0> has value A in BSN, all 2n 2 processors of the BSN have value A after broadcasting. Suppose that broadcast is applied in all-ports mode, and it can be accomplished using the following four-step algorithm if we suppose processor u (u=<p, g, 0>) has data x: Table 1 . Algroithm for broadcast
Step 1: processor u transmit its data x to processor v (v=<g, p, 1>) by inter-group connection.
Step 2: processor u and processor v broadcast its data x to all other processors simultaneously by intra-group connection in respective group.
Step 3: each processor in group g and group g' transmits its data x to all other processors by inter-group connection (g' is a group which processor v lie in and g'=p).
Step 4: processor of each group broadcasts the data x to other processors within its group except group g and group g'.
In
Step 1, processor u transmit a copy of data x to processor v by an inter-group move, and then processor v has the data x. In Step 2, processor u and processor v broadcast their data x in their respective group simultaneously, so each processor of group g (processor u lie in group g) and group g' (processor v lie in group g') has a copy of data x.
Step 3 is similar to Step 1, and after Step 3, the processor of each group which connect to processor u or processor v by inter-group connectivity has a copy of data x. After the last step, each processor of BSN has a copy of data x. Fig. 2 shows the process of broadcast on the BSN-C 3 , data x is stored in processor <0, 0, 0> initially.
In the whole process of this algorithm, we suppose inter-group move and intra-group move are equivalent, so we use one unit to denote inter-group or intra-group move time of one data. If the basic network of 2n 2 processors BSN is mesh, Step 2 and 4 will take Proof. If broadcast algorithm is optimal on a network in all-ports mode, the diameter of that network is equal to the move steps of broadcast. Let Ω denote basic network of BSN and D denote its diameter, according to [3] , the diameter of BSN is 2D(Ω)+2. In our broadcast algorithm, there are two broadcasts in the basic network, so the move steps are 2D(Ω) if the basic network's broadcast algorithm is optimal. In addition, there are two inter-group moves, and our broadcast algorithm needs 2D(Ω)+2 moves, which equal to the diameter of BSN, so our broadcast algorithm is optimal.
Prefix Sum
In 2n 2 processors BSN, if we label each group of part 0 from 0 to n-1 and each group of part 1 from n to 2n-1, and label each processor of each group from 0 to n-1. Now, let D(p) be the data in processor p, 0≤p<2n 2 . In a prefix sum, each processor p
So prefix sum algorithm results from the following equation:
Where SD(p) is the sum of D(i) over all processors i whose group label is smaller than that of p and LS(p) is the local prefix sum within the group of p. The algorithm for prefix sum is shown in Table 2 . Table 2 . Algroithm for prefix sum
Step 1: perform a local prefix sum in each group.
Step 2: transmit prefix sums computed in Step 1 for processor n-1 in each group of part 0 to processors in group 2n-1 and for processor n-1 in each group (except group 2n-1) of part 1 to processors in group n-1 by inter-group connection.
Step 3: in group n-1 and group 2n-1, perform a modified prefix sum in data A which is received in Step 2. In this modification, processor
Step 4: swap between prefix sums computed in Step 3 for processor n-1 in group 2n-1 of part 1 and processor n-1 in group n-1 of part 0 by inter-group connection.
Step 5: after summing result in Step 4 and local prefix sum, processor n-1 in group n-1 of part 0 broadcasts the result to each processor and each processor in group n-1 of part 0 performs sum in the result and data A.
Step 6: transmit prefix sums computed in Step 5 for processor n-1 of group n-1 to each group of part 1 and prefix sums computed in Step 3 for processor n-1 of group 2n-1 to each group of part 0.
Step 7: broadcast the result from Step 6 in each processor.
Step 8: perform sum in local prefix sum and modified prefix sum in each processor.
Following
Step 1, each group computed local prefix sum and the result is stored in processor respectively.
Step 2 corresponds to inter-group transmission operation, in
Step 2, the results of local prefix sum in all groups in part 0 are transmitted to each processor in group 2n-1 of part 1, and similarly, the results of local prefix sum in all groups except for group 2n-1 of part 1 are transmitted to each processor in group n-1 of part 0. In Step 3, processors in group n-1 and group 2n-1 perform a modified prefix sum on the data which is received in previous step, the modified prefix sum of current processor is equal to the prefix sum of preceding processor. For example, if data A 0 , A 1 , …, A n-1 is stored in processor 0 , processor 1 , …, processor n-1 respectively, the modified prefix sum of n data is equal to 0, A 0 , A 0 +A 1 , …, A 0 +A 1 +…+A n-2 . In Step 4, modified prefix sum computed in group n-1 of part 0 and group 2n-1 in part 1 are swapped, and processor n-1 in group n-1 has prefix sum of previous n-1 groups of the part 0 and processor n-1 in group 2n-1 has prefix sum about pervious n-1 groups of the part 1. In Step 5, the data from processor n-1 in group 2n-1 that were added local prefix sum in processor n-1 of group n-1 were broadcasted to other processors in the same group, and then each processor in this group has the prefix sum of previous n groups in part 0, at last, each processor performed sum in it and modified prefix sum. After
Step 6, processor n-1 in each group has modified prefix sum. Following Step 7, each processor has modified prefix sum. In last step, each processor computed Equation (1) and each processor in each group has last result. Fig. 3 shows the process of prefix sum on the BSN-C 3 , we denote A 0 , A 1 , A 2 as the prefix sum of processor <0, 0, 0>, <0, 1, 0>, <0, 2, 0> in group 1 and B 0 , B 1 , B 2 as the prefix sum of processor <1, 0, 0>, <1, 1, 0>, <1, 2, 0> in group 2, the remainder groups are similar. We think about the algorithm complexity in worst occasion now, there are 3 transmitting data in inter-group, 2 broadcasts and 2 prefix sum operations in this algorithm (the time of arithmetic operation is ignored). We know that broadcast prefix sum operation will cost the most time in the array, so if the basic network of BSN is an array, the algorithm complexity is worst. Now we suppose that transmitting and broadcast a data will cost one time unit, the broadcast time is n-1 and prefix sum operation time is also n-1 in n processors array. So the whole algorithm's complexity of 2n 2 processors BSN is 4n-1 at worst.
Data Sum
Data sum is also named as semi-group computing, each processor is to compute the sum of the values of all processors. The algorithm is shown in Table 3 . Table 3 . Algroithm for data sum
Step 1: each processor of each group performs data sum in itself group.
Step 2: each processor of each group transmits its data sum to other processor by the inter-group connection.
Step 3: each processor of each group performs data sum operation in received data from other groups.
Step 4: each processor in each group swaps the results that are computed in Step 3 by inter-group connection.
Step 5: the processor of each group performs the sum operation in itself group.
In
Step 1, each processor performs data sum in intra-group. After Step 2, each processor in part 0 has the sum of data in part 1, and each processor of the part 1 has the sum of data in part 0 contrarily. In Step 3, each processor sums the data that was received by inter-group connection, and then the processors of part 0 (part 1) have the sum of all processors of the part 1 (part 0). After Step 4, each processor in each group has the sum of all the processors. In Step 5, all the processors perform the sum operation and each processor of each group has final data sum.
In 2n 2 processors BSN, if the basic network is a complete graph, our algorithm complexity is the best. Suppose that intra-group and inter-group data transmission cost one time unit. One data sum operation is performed in Step 1, Step 3 and Step 5 respectively, which cost 3 time steps in all at best. One data transmission operation is performed in Step 2 and Step 4 which totally cost two time steps. So the whole algorithm complexity is 5 at best. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have developed the algorithms of basic communication operation on the BSN including broadcast, prefix sum and data sum etc, which are important in parallel computing model, and also analyzed these algorithms' time complexity. We assume that there are N processors in OTIS-Mesh and BSN respectively, comparison between our basic communication algorithms and [6] in the time complexity shows in Table 4 .
From the Table 4 , we know that our algorithms including broadcast, prefix sum and data sum are better than the algorithms in [6] when the basic networks are same. In our algorithms, the time complexity is constant where basic network is complete graph, that is, the time complexity is constant at best.
